
Course Objective

Learn, understand, and practice data discovery, machine learning, and 

advanced analytics approaches  

Identify the patterns of datasets and the comparison of trivial and big 

data for various business applications

Implement the machine learning techniques using modern tools in a 

suitable application environment







Data Analytics
Training Course

Data Analytics jobs have seen an increase of 300% since 

2018, according to a Gartner report. Also, by 2020, the 

positions for data professionals will increase to 2,720,000 in 

the US region as per an IBM report. Data Analyst is labeled as 

one of the ‘Hottest jobs of 21st Century’. Companies like 

Amazon, Google, IBM, Facebook, Microsoft, Visa, and more are 

looking for professionals with the aforementioned skills. Enroll 

yourself for our Data Analytics training course and leverage the 

data analytics tools and techniques at a professional level.

We provide the best data analytics training through a holistic, 

practically-driven, career-oriented curriculum. You will also 

acquire practical and tool-based Business Intelligence 

Analytics & Data Warehouse Development Training to leverage 

your productivity and other industry benefits. LAR’s business 

data analyst training includes all the skill-sets to help you with 

becoming a Data Analyst/Quantitative Analyst.

Upon successful completion of the course you will

Course Content

SSIS Excel & PowerBI

 ETL script
 Control flows
 Data Sources
 Data Transformations
 Data Destinations
 Data Flows
 SSIS packages

Talend

 Database Components
 File Components
 XML Components
 Custom Code Components
 Technical Components
 System Components
 Processing Components
 Orchestration Components
 Miscellaneous Group Components
 Logs & Errors Components
 Internet Components

 Excel Basics and Advanced
 Overview of PowerBI
 Importing Data
 Connecting and Querying Data Sources
 Charts in PowerBI
 Matrices and Tables
 Slicers
 Gauges and Single Number Cards
 Overview of DAX



Hands-on Practical 

Experience 

Guidance from Industry 

Experts 

Full-time classroom 

training

Assured 100% placement 

assistance

LearnAtRISE is a skill enhancing initiative powered by Rishabh 

Software (RSPL), an IT Company with over 20 years of experience, 

specializing in software development, engineering, recruitment 

process, and training services 

Full-time training Program, Up-to-Date, and thorough course content

Wholistic training and development (Soft skills training included)

State-of-the-art infrastructure

Access our vast network of experts
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